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Abstract

Bahasq Indanesia, one of Malay varieties, has no tenses marker. Meamuhile, English v,hich is taught at
schools anduniversities in Indonesia has complicated-full of exceptions- tenses marker. The diversity of both
languages in grammatical system, such as lenses, becomes a priority and a point of attention in teaching and
learning English in Indonesia. Students are familiar v,ith lenses names and sentence formulas but mostly
encounler problems in the use of them. The absenl of lenses marking system in Bahasa Indonesia is
considered as lhe ntain reasonfor sludenls'failure of doing analogt. Most teachers have introdttced that
English has sixrcen or fii,elve lenses. Rules and exceptions of the agreement sysletn in English come into a
complicated thing for the learners such as third singular subjects in present tense. Linguistics and
Qpological approach betu,een Indonesian and English language in teaching English grammar should come
lo a consideration. Therefore, rather than explaining English has huelve tenses with aut contparing to
lndonesian grammalical system, lhis article puts forward the intt'oduction of aspects in explaining English
lenses. By reintroducittg that English has only two tenses which are present and past tense, v,hile the
conlinuous and perfect are aspects in English, teachers and students could do simplifcation in
understanding contplicated English tenses.
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Introduction
Tense is the main issue in teaching and learning English. Tenses is lvhat comes t-irst as someone

stafts to learn English. More grammar books also begin the chapter by introducing tenses for example
English Grammar by Betty S. Azar. English Grantmar in IJse by Raymond Murph;.,- and Inte.ractions by
Elaine Kim and Darey Jack. Those books are mostly used by teachers, as well in Indonesia. for teaching
English for general purposes- English Structure or English Grammar subject. Most teachers or instructors
explain that English has trvelve or sixteen tenses. Hor.vever. linguistically. English has only two tenses:
present and past tense (Palmer - 1971 Givon, 1984; Payne2002. Downing and Locke. 2006). The absent of
explanation on aspect as one of grammatical categories makes the more ty'pes of tenses and this fact inflicts a
complicated explanation of English tense.

The teaching of Engtish grammar for Indonesian learners is complicated. By considering that
lndonesian Language. a Malay variety and part of Austronesian language family, rvhich is not familiar rvith
tenses in its grammatical system. tenses r.vill be the point of interest in teaching English. According to Payne
(2002) English is a lan-euage that pay more attention on tenses rvhereas Austronesian and African -eeneralll.'
pay more attention in aspect. Therefore, Indonesian and the Malay varieties are considered as laneua_ees
u'hich have no tenscs. In other hands- the unfamiliarity of tenses system for Indonesian could becomes a
problem in learning English. Complicated tense fbrm and use u,hich is analogically absent to Indonesian
log-ical s)'stem in sentence or utterance formulation can be solved by framing the concept olaspect lr,hich is
inore l'amiliar in Indonesian or Malal' language s)'stem. Current practices of teachin,e oi English that has
ccntmunicative orientation should emphasis on horv meaning adopted by the learners rvhich grammatical
s]- stem strongl) operates syntactically an underlying meaning ofa language. such as the aspect.

Rer ierv of Related Theories
Since I960s. Transtbrmational-generative approach rvhich is primarill concerned r.vith sr-ntax and

semantics. rvas dominant and became an orientation demanded a native or native-like command of the
language under studr- exclusively rvith E,nglish (Mallinson and Blake- 1981). Various methods rvhich rvere
popular in teaching En-elish fbr diflbrent countries as the eflect ol advancement teaching method in the
tinited States resulted the comparison of languages by their structural characteristics. The classillcation of
languages that are based fiom their structural characteristic such as pattern and principles which have been
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identit'ied as central in language such as the structure of simple sentence and its constituents is an appl,v-ing of
language typology (Lehman. 1978: Mallison and Blake- l98l). T'hrough this approach, English and Bahasa
are categorized as nominative-accusative languages according to their morpho-svntaxtic level- as well as the
both languages have the same word order. SVO. However. English. in morphological level- is categorized as
polysynthetic or incorporative language and Bahasa is an agglutinative language. As the result in this level. it
is seen that Bahasa does not have tense markers as r.l,hat English has. There is also a diflerence on
implementation of aspect system which Bahasa tends to indicate the aspects lexically rvhereas En-elish has
periphrastic aspect. Of this fact English, in teaching that language tbr lbreign learners is simpll, introduced
that has trvelve or sixteen tenses. The practices of English teaching in Indonesia, of its communicative
orientation are sti ll under lied of transformational-generative approach.
Tenses, Aspect, and Modal

The terms of Tense, Aspect, and Modal are derived from the syntactic or grammatical categories in
which its operation based on verb. TAM is an obligatory component of simple sentences that in fact
constitutes one fcr the major devices coding the connectedness- or coherence- of sentences in their rvider
discourse context. According to Givon (1984:271) "TAM is thus intimately involved in the grammar of
complex constructions and complex discourse functions. so that the label 'simple' as applied to the common
TAM markers that may appear, as various options, in simple clauses, is to some extent illusory. The
operation of TAM crosses linguistically in form of morphological, periphrastic or lexical level involves
semantic and pragmatic domain. ln this analysis which focus later on English that its tense is marked
morphologically and its aspect in periphrastic form, the elaborating of concept is restricted into grammatical
aspect that ignores lexical aspect ofEnglish verbs.
Tenses in English

Tense is the grammatical expression of the location of events in time (Downing and Locke. 2006).
The occurrence of an event is laid under time and space. It is important to notice that there is an abstract
event which is happening in a mental state, not in a span of time. By stating this, a real event in real time that
is occurrence in the time frame, not in mental frame- is referred in a grammatical system by marking of its
verb (goes/vent)- For this fact, English has only two tenses, present and past (Palmer- 1971, 1991'- Dorvnins
and Locke, 2006). Future tense -commonly knorvn- rvhich is not marked by inflectional verb but by the
present of modal (shall or will) happens in the mental state or in semantic level only.
Aspects in English

Aspect is concerned rvith the r,vav in rvhich the event is vierved regard to such considerations as
duration and completion rvhen encoded by a verb (Dorvning and Locke- 2006:369-370). Aspect describes the
internal temporal shape ofevents or states (Payne, 2002:238). Verhaar (2010) says that aspect deals rvith the
meaning of verb which is correlated lvith the commencement- onsoing- occurrence. repetition. perfection. or.
result of a circumstance or an action. The detlnition given by Dorvning and Locke is derived exactly to the
system of English grammarrvhich is focus on duration and completion (progressive and perfect), The restof
t"vo definitions express the semantic and functional of the aspect, not only grammatical aspect. Of time and
space for the occurrence olan event or action- the event or action itselfbl'the natural larv oftempo'"vill have
the beginning, the duration and the end. Payne (2002) suggests some kinds ofaspect in general rvhich are: l)
perfective. 2) imperfective- 3) Perfect. 4) Pluperfect- 5) Completive- 6) Inceptive, 7)
Continuative/Progressive- 8) Punctual.9) Iterative, and l0) Habitual. Nevertheless- in this paper. the concept
of aspect rvhich is promoted by Downing and Payne r,vill be operational in discussion session. They have
divided into two aspects: perfect aspect and progressive aspect.
Teaching Grammar

The teachin-e of grammar is an essential point of foreign languaee teaching. Gramnrar as a system of
rules u'hich ,qoverns the conventional arrangement and relationship ofrvords in a sentence should be taught in
appropriate techniques. Grammar competence that is necessary for communication especialll/for the neu,
tradition of CLT because grammar include structural dimension- senranlic and praematic dimension. Brorvn
(2004) has quoted Murcia (1991) tbr consideration of some variables that determine the importance of
grammar: age. proficiencl'level. educational background- language skills. register. needs and goals.

Learner Variables
Age Children Adolescents Adults
Proliciency Level Beginning Intermediate Adlanced
E,ducational Preliterate Semiliterate Liicrate

Background No lormal education some lbrmal education rvell education

Instructional Variables
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skill
Register
Need,/Use

listening, reading Speaking
lnformal
Survival

Consultative
Vocational

Writing
Formal

Professional

This suggests that teaching grammar fbr adult in advanced level of professional education especially in for
writing is more important. On the other hand. teaching grammar is considered less important for children or
for informal register.
Discussion
The claim that English has trvelve or sixteen tenses is by combining the tense and aspect of its grammatical
categories. Present continuous is the combination of present tense and progressive aspect as well as present
prefect that has present tense and perf-ective aspect. In her book "Fundamental of English Grammar" (third
edition) 2006, Betty S. Azar explains tenses implicitly by introducing Present Time for chapter l. Past Time
for chapter 2 and Future Time for chapter 3.Jn contrast- she explicitly gives the overview ofverb tenses in
chapter one of her book "Understanding and Uging English Grammar" (2009) by giving sub-heading namely:
the simple tenses, the progressive tenses, the perfect tenses, and the perfect progressive tenses. This book also
gives the Chart of Verb Tenses th ions I2sum 0 enses tnat menuons ol tenses:

Simple Present Present Progressive Present Perfect
Present Perfect
Progressive

Simple Past Past Progressive Past Perfect
Past Perfect
Prosressive

Simple Future Future Progressive Future Perfect
Future Perfect
Prosressive

This chart has been adopted from Betty (2009) Understanding and Using English Grammar pp.6-7.
The mixed naming for aspect and tenses in two of Betty's book could cause misunderstanding although she
never explicitly mentions number of tenses for "Fundamental Edition".
"lnteraction" book I and book 2- introduce nine tenses that is implicitly named with tenses such as simple
present tense. present continuous tense, simple past tense. past continuous tense, simple future. future
continuous tense, present perfect tense, present perfect continuous tense, and past perfect tense. The
presented materials in these tr.vo books are also arranged chronologically rvhich also have communicative
orientation. In contrast, Raymond Murphy in his book "English Grammar in Use" Intermediate edition only
introduces two tenses at the earlier chapters. present and past. The book implicitly divides between tense and
aspect. Moreover, Future is mentioned after present tense with the aspects and past tense r,vith the aspects and
the book also explains present tenses for the future expression. Raymond clearly combines present and past
and separates future into different cateeory. The i'lnteraction" model and "English Grammar in Use" can be
shown by charts belor.v.

Simple Present Tense
Present continuous Tense

Simole Past tense

Past continuous tense

Simple Future
Future continuous tense

Present Perfect Tense
Present Perf'ect Continuous
Past Perfect

Model of Interaction 1 &2 by Kirn et al and Warner et.al.
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Present and Past Present Continuous
Present Simple
Past Simple
Past Continuous

Plesent I'erflect and Past Present Perlect
Present Perl-ect Conti nuous
Past Pert-ect

Past Perf-ect Continuous
Future Present Tense fbr Future

Model of English Grammar in Use by Raymond Murphy
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Another source that is similar tothe explanation in English Grammar in Use b1'Raymond Mur-phy is on the
rvebsite of British Council (http://learnenelish.britishcouncil.ors/enienslish-grammar/verbs). This u'ebsire
clearly names aspect tbr continuous and perfect. The further explanation is shown by the use in the liame of
time such as talking about the lkins about th nd talkins about the future.IatKrng aDout tne Dast and talKlng about t

Present Tense
Past Tense
Continuous Asoect
Perfect Aspect
Tatkine about the Dresenl
Talkine about the past

Talking about the futule
British Council Model

:,

The explanation of future use. according to British Council Website. obviously depicted the function of
modal which applies the present tense. "When rve know about the future r.ve normally use the present tense".
The use of will to talk about future usually has meaning of predictions, want, offers, and promise. The
employing of (be) going to is functionally for expressing plans. intentions, and something likely to happen. In
conclusion, British Council strongly excludes future as part of verb tense but rather put it in description of
use that employ modal for expressing future meaning.
It seems that the combination of tenses modal and aspect causes the simplification that English has sixteen
tenses (see the table belou,).

Aspect
Modal Perl-ect Propressive Perfect Progressive

Tense

Present

Future

Present Perfect
Present
Prosressive

Present Perfect
Progressive

Future Pert-ect
Future
Prosressive

Future Perfect
Proqressive

Past

Past Future

Past Perfect
Past
Proeressive

Past Perfect Progressive

Past Future
Perfect

Past Future
Progressive

Past Future Perfect
Progressive

Model TAM

The structure of a Past Future Perfect Progressive is easily constructed by combining the categories for
example: She v'ould ha'te been cooking. but how this event can be shaped in the frame of time. The failure of
the framing logically could result this structure of Past Future Perf'ect Progressive unemployed in natural
language use. This reason brings that the useable tenses in English is only trvelve.

The trvo grammatical aspects in English- perfect and progressive or perfect plus progressive can be
understood slightll'by lndonesian sudah and sedang.

ft is imponant to notice that the use olrr/da, and sedang is the analogv of the English aspect into Bahasa
perspective u'hich is only' in senrantic level. The meanin,e o1'aspect ol'its pelspective into time span u,hich
deals rvith durat.ion and completion can be the base of the analogl' (Dorvning and Locke. 2006). Bahasa
Indonesia has lexical shor,vin-e aspect of pert-ect

She is rvalking.

She has rvalked.

She isn't r.r'alking

She hasn't r.valked

Dia sedang berjalan.

Dia sudah berjalan.

Dia tidak sedang berjalan

Dia belum berialan

Saya habis menonton

Saya telah menontoh

'l flnished rvatching

'l have r.vatched'
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Mereka sudah makan

Jono selesai bekerja

Meri telah pergi

Hanculah harapan ku

'l have eaten'

"John has done working'

'Mary has gone'

'My hope has gone'

The words habis, telah, sttdah, and selesai are lexical aspect in Bahasa Indonesia. These rvords can be
categorized as completive (l)(4), anterior (2X3X5), and perfective (6). According to Hopper and and
Cumming in Muslim (2009). -lahis a suffix that marks perfective in Indonesian or in Malay language but
this form mostly found in literary rvorks and rarely found in cveryday use language. ln contrast, telah dan
-cudah can indicate the perfective in Bahasa but sttdah is categorized as peripheral lexicel instead telah thatis
giammatical because it cannot be clausal, cannot follorv by negation, and cannot construct interrogative
(Verhaar, 2010). In conclusion, the analogy cfperfect that can be associated with Bahasa is the lexical stda&-
habis, selesai and telah. The analogy ofprogressive can be associated with lexical sedang or tidak sedang for
negative form.
Irinaily- it becomes convoluted to find the analogy for Indonesia structure of the combined aspects such as in
prcsent perfect continuous. According to Downing and Locke, the combination of perfect and progressive
aspect can be divided into five:

a. Continuous state lasting up to the past

I have been vtanting to meet him for ages.

He has been hearing better since he got the hearing-aid.
b. Continuous habitual process.

The government has been spending beyond its means.

She &as been goingto therapy since she was about two.
c. Iterative occurrence lasting up to the present.

You hcme been coughing since you got up.
d. Unbounded situation lasting up to the present.

We hqve been v,ailing here for some time.
e. Normally bounded situations become unbounded.

I have beenfxingthe lamp.
So people have been tapinglhistalk?

Employing the analogy of aspect concept could work to explain this combined aspect by usin_e chart. An
eient u,ill take a place in a time spin and it will result present time- past time- and future time. An event
which is happening in present time, past time or future time, r.vill have a beginning- duration. and completion.

?ieeFtg3e

Drrr.ir-r O-5{r" ti--

E=i:ieg D€js- C€F!€is= B"gi-jEg Dsiaa€ g€rg!€ie:
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D3r: #.:-,-r
Psl F{6_ssiia-?"i-.1
Fx: Ps#:l Prsg:€ri'"'. i-*x)

Pr11s:

F!'-...5-:ar

B.-,:i ei. g D,Fiss C s€! a iE

In explaining this chart, there are some notations to use. They are

I : beginning
+ : duration
X : completion

The complete chaft u'hich explains the rvhole combinations can be shorvn b1, the chart belos.

-1*,
Fr:x:

P:ea: P:rfs ixi F:.r* P:-s ix,
Pr?ia: Prs=srii? i-) FrJ: prslr"sii:-e i-)
P.s&t Pzt-: pr3g.a!i'.': i-:l Fais" psf:a p.egr=!i-.= i*x,)

ltaCoj ?is: Frse

l'his chart is better to be tested fbr further use because this chart is onll' limited bl the analog)' ol
grammatical aspect. not all aspects in Engtish. This chart also suggests the introduction of three types of time
frame -not tenses- which are present time, past time, and future time.
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The last explanation of cornbined aspects is by using temporal deixis of lndonesian analog)'. A deictic rvord
is one uhich takes some elements of its meaning form the situation of the utterance in rvhich it is used (e.i.
the time- the speakers- the place. and the addressee) (Yule. I 996). Yesterday is related to the past time event
and nov,is used to point the event at the present time. Activating the sense ofdeictic expression in Bahasa
could help learner to understand the aspect system that is absent in Indonesian system, lor example:

I have been rvaiting for you
I had been rvaiting for you

'Sudoh sejak tadi saya menunggu mu'
' Dulu, saya sudah menunggu-nungu mu'

I rvill be u,aiting for you 'Nanti. saya akan menunggu kamu'
The fact that less t'amiliar in deixis forms in Bahasa lor English learnercould be a new problem. Therefore,
teachers need to activate students' sense for some temporal deictic rvords in Bahasa which later useful for its
analogy.
Conclusion
Complicated tense form and use lvhich is analogically absent to Indonesian logical system in sentence or
utterance formulation can be solved by framing the concept of aspect which is more familiar in Indonesian or
Malay language system. The activating of aspect system is to make it different with the tenses. The fact that
tense is more familiar than aspect; tenses should be re-explained by introducing them only two, present and
past (model TAM chart). Time frame explanation could be use to avoid misconception on tenses rvhere
aspect could be introduced by the event frame (beginning. process, and end). The last is by activating
temporal deictic expressions on Bahasa Indonesio lvhich is useful for analogy ofcombined aspect.
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